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Abstract
Iterated ﬁnite state sequential transducers are considered as language generating devices. The hierarchy induced by the size of the
state alphabet is proved to collapse to the fourth level. The corresponding language families are related to the families of languages
generated by Lindenmayer systems and Chomsky grammars. Finally, some results on deterministic and extended iterated ﬁnite state
transducers are established.
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1. Introduction
Iterated transducers are a natural extension of Lindenmayer systems, as already observed by Wood in [32]. Indepen-
dently of that, there has been steady interest in this topic in the formal language community, as can be seen by studying
[1,2,20–22,29]. More recently, this ﬁeld of research revived through the carving paradigm for computing [18]. With
different focus, iterated transductions were also studied in [14,15,28]. Special attention was drawn towards the state
complexity of ﬁnite state automata (transducers) taken as language generative devices. One of the surprises of these
investigations was the fact that the corresponding language hierarchy collapses to the fourth level. In this paper, we
give a uniﬁed view on the main results published by Gheorghe Pa˘un and the authors of the present paper in various
proceedings and Festschrift books, thereby simplifying the proofs of the results, see [4,17,19]. Moreover, we also
provide some new results and insights.
The paper is organized as follows: We ﬁrst give the necessary deﬁnitions and some examples of iterated ﬁnite-
state (sequential) transducers. In Section 3, we discuss closure properties of the basic language families. In Section 4,
we prove that the language hierarchy induced by considering the state complexity of iterated ﬁnite state transducers
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collapses to the fourth level. This is accomplished by proving that even iterated ﬁnite-state transducers with three states
are very powerful: they generate all context-sensitive languages, as well as some non-recursive languages. Section 5
summarizes what we know about hierarchical relations of deterministic iterated ﬁnite-state transducers. In Section 6,
we brieﬂy discuss extensions of iterated ﬁnite-state transducers, deriving another characterization of the recursively
enumerable languages. We conclude with mentioning some further open research topics in Section 7.
2. Deﬁnitions and examples
2.1. General formal language notions
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions of formal languages, as contained in [12,25]. In general,
we have the following conventions: ⊆ denotes inclusion, while ⊂ denotes strict inclusion. The cardinality of a set M is
denoted by card(M). For any alphabet V , V + and V ∗ are the free semigroup and the free monoid with identity element
, generated by V . For x ∈ V ∗ and a ∈ V , |x| and |x|a denote the length of the string x and the number of occurrences
of the letter a in x, respectively. Furthermore, let V k denote the set of all words over V with length of at most k, that
is, V k = { x||x|k }.
The families of languages generated by regular, context-free, context-sensitive, general type-0 Chomsky grammars,
D0L, 0L, F0L, ED0L, E0L, and ET0L systems are denoted by REG, CF, CS, RE, D0L, 0L, F0L, ED0L, E0L, and
ET0L, respectively. Details about these families can be found in [11,25]. Furthermore, recall that an ED(1, 0)L system
is given by a quadruple G = (V ,, P ,), where V and are the total alphabet and the terminal alphabet, respectively,
 ⊆ V ,  ∈ V + is the axiom, and P is a mapping from (V ∪ {}) × V into V ∗. We write (, a) → w instead of
P(, a) = w and call it production in P . A word x directly yields the word y, in symbols x ⇒ y, if and only if
x = a1a2 . . . ak , y = w1w2 . . . wk , k1, ai ∈ V, wi ∈ V ∗, and (ai−1, ai) → wi is a production in P , 1 ik. Here,
we set a0 = . Let ∗⇒ be the reﬂexive transitive closure of the relation ⇒. By deﬁnition, G generates the language
L(G) = {w ∈ ∗| ∗⇒ w}. Intuitively, an ED(1, 0)L system is a parallel rewriting system with one-sided context. We
denote the corresponding family of languages by ED(1, 0)L. Similarly, ED2L is the family of languages generated by
parallel rewriting systems with two-sided context. Vitányi has shown in [30, Section 3.2] that ED2L equals the family
of recursively enumerable languages RE.
We need the following fact about context-sensitive languages: Let V be some alphabet. It is well-known that any
context-sensitive language L ∈ V ∗ is accepted by some nondeterministic Turing machine the work-tape of which is
bounded by the length of the input [12]. Now, one can easily construct a Turing machine M generating L as follows:
Starting off with input a1a2 . . . an of length n, M produces the string (a1, a1)(a2, a2), . . . (an, an) over (V ×V )∗, then
it simulates the machine accepting L on the ﬁrst components of the letters, analyzing a1a2 . . . an, and if a1a2 . . . an
is accepted, then this string is reproduced as output from the second components of the letters; otherwise M does
not halt.
Moreover, according Shannon’s theorem [27], any Turing machine M is equivalent to a Turing machine M ′ with
two states: given an input  for M , M ′ halts on  if and only if M halts on , and for any input which M halts on, M ′
produces the same output as produced byM; moreover, this simulation does not change the work space of the simulated
machine. In conclusion, any string  ∈ L is generated by some Turing machine with only two states working in space
||, that is, no enlargement of the tape is performed during the computation and therefore no external blanks must be
deleted when the computation stops in order to produce the output of the computation.
We summarize our observations:
Lemma 1. For every L ∈ CS, there is a 2-state nondeterministic Turing machine generating L which, for any w ∈ L,
needs |w| workspace in order to generate w.
2.2. Iterated sequential transducers
An iterated (ﬁnite state) sequential transducer (IFT) [19] is a construct  = (K, V, s0, a0, F, P ), where K , V are
disjoint alphabets (the set of states and the alphabet of ), s0 ∈ K (the initial state), a0 ∈ V (the starting symbol),
F ⊆ K (the set of ﬁnal states), and P is a ﬁnite set of transition rules of the form sa → xs′, for s, s′ ∈ K , a ∈ V ,
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x ∈ V ∗ (in state s, the device reads the symbol a, passes to state s′, and produces the string x). For s, s′ ∈ K and
u, v, x ∈ V ∗, a ∈ V , we deﬁne
usav  uxs′v if and only if sa → xs′ ∈ P.
This is a direct transition step with respect to . The reﬂexive transitive closure of the relation  is denoted by ∗.
Then, for w,w′ ∈ V ∗, we deﬁne
w ⇒ w′ if and only if s0w ∗ w′s for some s ∈ K .
We say that w derives w′; note that this means that w′ is obtained by translating the string w, starting from the initial
state of  and ending in any state of , not necessarily a ﬁnal one. By ∗⇒ we denote the reﬂexive transitive closure of
⇒. If s0w ∗ w′s, for some s ∈ F , that is, a derivation stops in a ﬁnal state, we write w f⇒ w′. The language generated
by  is
L() = {w ∈ V ∗|a0 ∗⇒ w′ f⇒ w, for some w′ ∈ V ∗ }.
That is, we iteratively translate the strings obtained by starting from a0, without regarding the states we reach at the
end of each translation; only after the last step, we have to stop in a ﬁnal state.
The IFT’s, as deﬁned above, are nondeterministic. If for each pair (s, a) ∈ K × V , there is at most one transition
rule sa → xs′ in P , then we say that  is deterministic.
For n1, let IFTn denote the family of languages of the form L(), where  is a nondeterministic IFT with at
most n states; similarly, DIFTn is the family of languages generatable by deterministic IFT’s with at most n states.
Let IFT =⋃n1 IFTn and DIFT =
⋃
n1 DIFTn.
If in the deﬁnition above, we distinguish between an input and an output alphabet, then applications of the induced
languagemappings cannot be iterated in general.We call such a device (K, VI , VO, s0, a0, F, P ) (ﬁnite state) sequential
transducer, FT for short, where VI and VO are the input and output alphabet, respectively, and K , s0, a0, F , and P
are as in the deﬁnition of IFT’s apart from the fact that the transition rules are of the form sa → xs′ with a ∈ VI and
x ∈ V ∗O . In the literature, an FT is also called generalized sequential machine, gsm for short. If  is an FT and L a
language over the input alphabet, then (L) = {w|u ⇒f w } is the FT image of L under , obviously a language over
the output alphabet of . It is well-known that both the classical language operations morphism and intersection with
regular sets are FT mappings.
We conclude this section by giving some examples and ﬁrst results:
Example 2. {a2n |n1} ∈ DIFT1. Consider a DIFT with the only rule sa → aas and start symbol a.
The DIFT given in the above example can be seen as a trivial sequentialisation of the D0L system with the only rule
a → a2 and axiom aa, generating the same language. This argument easily generalizes, that is, any D0L system can
be simulated by some DIFT with only one state: any rule x → y of the D0L system is translated into a rule sx → ys of
the DIFT, and the axiom  of the D0L system (which may be longer than one) is obtained by adding a rule sa0 → s
for the DIFT, where a0 is a new symbol (not contained in the set of symbols of the simulated D0L system) and a0 is
the start symbol of the DIFT. Hence, we have D0L ⊆ DIFT1.
Clearly, this argument also applies to nondeterministic systems and transducers. One of the peculiarities of IFT’s is
that the start symbol is never part of the language just because it is the axiom, since only words which can be derived
from the start symbol in at least one derivation step belong to the generated language. Therefore, one can easily ﬁnd
non-0L languages belonging to IFT1.
Example 3.  = ({s}, {a0, a, b}, s, a0, {s}, P ) with
P = {sa0 → as, sa0 → bs, sa → aas, sb → bbbs}
generates { a2n |n0 } ∪ { b3n |n0 }.
Generalizing this method, we even ﬁnd F0L ⊆ IFT1 since one can introduce a rule sa0 → s for any  in the ﬁnite
set of axioms of the F0L systems.
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More precisely, the following equalities hold.
Lemma 4. D0L = DIFT1 and F0L = IFT1.
Proof. By the arguments given above, the inclusions DIFT1 ⊆ D0L and IFT1 ⊆ F0L are left to show.
Given an IFT  = ({s}, V , s, a0, {s}, P ), we construct an F0L system where the ﬁnite set of axioms  is the set
{|sa0 → s ∈ P }, and with rules x → y for any rule sx → ys ∈ P . Note that  is a singleton set if  is
deterministic.
Now, it is sufﬁcient to observe that the mappings realized by single state ﬁnite transducers (deterministic single state
ﬁnite transducers) are exactly the ﬁnite substitutions (homomorphisms, respectively). 
3. Closure properties
We discuss the closure properties of families IFTn, n1.
Lemma 5. Let n1. For L ∈ IFTn and a sequential transducer , we have (L) ∈ IFTn+1.
Proof. Consider the FT  = (K, VI , VO, s0, a0, F, P ). Moreover, let ′ = (K ′, VI , s′0, a′0, F ′, P ′) be an IFT with n
states, K ′ = {s′0, s′1, . . . , s′n−1}. Consider the iterated sequential transducer ′′ = (K ′′, V ′′, s′0, a′′0 , {sf }, P ′′), where
K ′′ ⊆ K ′ ∪ {sf }, sf /∈ K ′,
V ′′ = K × VI × K × V kO ∪ {a′′0 , c1, c2, c′2} ∪ VO
with k = max{ |x||sa → xs′ ∈ P } being the length of the longest output in the rules of , and where a′′0 , c1, c2, c′2 are
new symbols; ′′ has the following transition rules:
P ′′ = { s′0a′′0 → sf |s′0a′0 → s′ for some s′ ∈ F ′ }
∪ {s′0a′′0 → c1(s0, a1, s1, 1)(s1, a2, s2, 2) . . . (sm−1, am, sm, m)c2s′|s′0a′0 → a1 . . . ams′∈P ′, ai∈VI ,
and i ∈ V kO , si ∈ K, 1 im, sm ∈ F }
∪ {s′0c1 → c1s′0}
∪ {sc2 → c2s|s ∈ K ′}
∪ {sc2 → c′2s|s ∈ F ′}
∪ {s′0c1 → sf , sf c′2 → sf }
∪ {s(t0, b, tm, ) → (t0, a1, t1, 1) . . . (tm−1, am, tm, m)s′
|sb → a1 . . . ams′ ∈ P ′,m > 0, ai, b ∈ VI ,
and ti ∈ K, 1 i < m, i ∈ V kO , 1 im }
∪ { s(t, b, t, ) → s′|sb → s′ ∈ P ′, t ∈ K,  ∈ V kO }
∪ { sf (s, b, t, ) → sf |sb → t ∈ P }.
Since this is quite the same as the well-known triple construction, we refrain from showing the correctness of the
construction here. Let us only comment on some additional details:
• The markers c1 and c2 are necessary to catch the situation that the simulated IFT ′ reaches a ﬁnal state. Only in that
case the symbol c′2 can be introduced.• By nondeterministic choice, the simulation can start turning the quadruples into their corresponding last components
(containing the image under the FT ) by making use of the last set of rules. This phase is testiﬁed by the special new
state sf of ′′. In fact, this is the only place where this new state is needed. Observe that sf is the only state that can
handle c′2.
In other words, a sequence of derivations
a′0 ⇒ w1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ wn−1 ⇒ wn
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of ′, followed by an application of  leading to (wn), is simulated by ′′ in the following way:
a′′0 ⇒ c1[w1]c2 ⇒ · · · ⇒ c1[wn−1]c2 ⇒ c1[wn]c′2 ⇒ (wn),
where [wi] abbreviates an appropriate sequence of quadruples (ti,j , bi,j , t ′i,j ,i,j ), where the concatenation of their
second components yields wi . 
Theorem 6. Let n1. If L,L1, L2 ∈ IFTn, then h(L), L ∩ R, L+, L1 ∪ L2, and L1L2 are in IFTn+1, where h is a
morphism, and if R is a regular set.
Proof. Morphisms and intersection with regular sets. Both operations can be realized by FT’s, so that the previous
lemma yields this result.
Kleene +: Let  = (K, V, s0, a0, F, P ) be an IFT with card(K) = n, let b0, c1, c2, c′2 be new symbols, and sf a new
state. For each a ∈ V , let a′ be a new symbol; set V ′ = { a′|a ∈ V }, and denote by g the coding deﬁned by g(a) = a′,
a ∈ V . We construct the IFT
′ = (K ∪ {sf }, V ∪ V ′ ∪ {b0, c1, c2, c′2}, s0, b0, {sf }, P ′),
where
P ′ = {s0b0 → c1a′0c2s0, s0c1 → c1s0}
∪ {sa′ → g(x)s′|sa → xs′ ∈ P }
∪ {sc2 → c2s|s ∈ K}
∪ {sc2 → c′2s|s ∈ F }
∪ {s0c1 → sf , s1c′2 → sf }
∪ {sf a′ → asf |a ∈ V }
∪ {sf c′2 → c1a′0c2s0}
∪ {s0a → as0|a ∈ V }.
Initially ′ introduces the string c1a′0c2 (note that a′0 is the primed version of the initial symbol of ). As in the case of
morphisms, the new state sf is reached at the end of a translation only after erasing the symbol c1 and after replacing
the symbol c2 with c′2 in a ﬁnal state of . In the state sf the IFT ′ either removes the symbol c′2 (it cannot be scanned
in other states) and the process stops, or the symbol c′2 is replaced with c1a′0c2 and the process is iterated. Note that the
symbols of V are left unchanged in the state s0, whereas the primed symbols are processed as in the IFT . Therefore,
L(′) = L()+.
Union: Let i = (Ki, Vi, s0,i , a0,i , Fi, Pi), i = 1, 2, be two IFT’s with the same number of states (if necessary,
we add dummy states to one of K1,K2); without loss of the generality, we assume the states named in the same way,
s0, s1, . . . , sn−1, in both setsK1,K2, which means thatK1 = K2.We consider the new alphabets V ′1, V ′′2 , of primed and
double primed symbols associated with the symbols in V1, V2, respectively, and we denote by g1, g2 the corresponding
codings. Consider also the new symbols a0, c1, c2, c3, c′2, c′3 and the new state sf . We construct the IFT
 = (K1 ∪ {sf }, V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V ′1 ∪ V ′2 ∪ {a0, c1, c2, c3, c′2, c′3}, s0, a0, {sf }, P ),
where
P = {s0a0 → c1a′0,1c2s0, s0a0 → c1a′′0,2c3s0}
∪ {s0c1 → c1s0}
∪ {sa′ → g1(x)s′|sa → xs′ ∈ P1}
∪ {sa′′ → g2(x)s′|sa → xs′ ∈ P2}
∪ {sc2 → c2s|s ∈ K1}
∪ {sc3 → c3s|s ∈ K2}
∪ {sc2 → c′2s|s ∈ F1}
∪ {sc3 → c′3s|s ∈ F2}
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∪ {s0c1 → sf }
∪ {sf a′ → asf |a ∈ V1}
∪ {sf a′′ → asf |a ∈ V2}
∪ {sf c′2 → sf , sf c′3 → sf }.
Here,  can initially introduce both the strings c1a′0,1c2 and c1a′′0,2c3. Because of the primed and double primed symbols
and because of the different right markers c2, c3, the transitions in the two IFT’s 1 and 2 are not used in a wrong way,
mixing them. The state sf removes the primes and ensures the correct termination of the process, in the same way as
in the previous cases. Thus, L() = L(1) ∪ L(2).
Concatenation: We start exactly as in the case above and we construct the IFT
′ = (K1 ∪ {sf }, V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V ′1 ∪ V ′′2 ∪ {a0, c1, c2, c3, c′2, c′3}, s0, a0, {sf }, P ),
where
P = {s0a0 → c1c1a′0,1c2s0}
∪ {s0c1 → c1s0}
∪ {sa′ → g1(x)s′|sa → xs′ ∈ P1}
∪ {sa′′ → g2(x)s′|sa → xs′ ∈ P2}
∪ {sc2 → c2s|s ∈ K1}
∪ {sc3 → c3s|s ∈ K2}
∪ {sc2 → c′2s|s ∈ F1}
∪ {sc3 → c′3s|s ∈ F2}
∪ {s0c1 → sf , sf c1 → c1sf }
∪ {sf a′ → asf |a ∈ V1}
∪ {sf a′′ → asf |a ∈ V2}
∪ {sf c′2 → a′′0,2c3s0}
∪ {s0a → as0|a ∈ V1}
∪ {sf c′3 → sf }.
After producing a string of the form c1c1g1(w)c2, with w ∈ L(1), the IFT ′ can replace c2 with c′2, which imposes the
use of the state sf . By erasing the ﬁrst occurrence of c1, ′ passes to sf , then removes the primes, and the symbol c′2 is
replaced with a′′0,2c3. Now ′ generates a string from L(2), with double primed symbols. The process can successfully
be ﬁnished only when a state in F2 is reached. Hence, we have L() = L(1)L(2). 
The onlyAFL operation which was not treated above is the operation of inverse morphism. In fact, this is still an open
question. More precisely, though we know that the class IFT is closed under inverse morphism due to the collapsing
hierarchy results of the next section and due to what is known about RE, we know of no direct simulation proving that,
for any morphism h and any L ∈ IFTn, h−1(L) ∈ IFTn+c for some constant c < 3.
4. A collapsing hierarchy
In this section, we show that the trivial hierarchy
IFTn ⊆ IFTn+1 for n1
collapses to the fourth level and that already IFT’s with three states are very powerful. The ﬁrst theorem shows the
relationships of the ﬁrst two levels of the IFT hierarchy with some families of Lindenmayer systems. The result relies
mostly on the following lemmata:
Lemma 7. IFT2 \ ET0L = ∅.
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Proof. Consider the IFT  = ({s0, s1}, V , s0, a0, {s1}, P ) with the alphabet V = {a0, a, b, b′, c, c′, d1, d2, d3} and the
following set of transition rules:
P = {s0a0 → d1d3s0} (1)
∪ {s0d1 → d1s0, s0d1 → d1c′s0} (2)
∪ {s0c′ → c′s0, s0b′ → b′s0} (3)
∪ {s0d3 → b′d3s0} (4)
∪ {s0d1 → s1, s1c′ → cs1, s1b′ → bs1, s1d3 → d2s0} (5)
∪ {s0c → as1, s1c → cs1, s0a → as0} (6)
∪ {s1b → bas1, s1a → as1, s1d2 → d2s0} (7)
∪ {s0b → bs0, s0d2 → bs1} . (8)
In the following, L() = { (amb)n+1|nm0 } is shown. Hence, L() /∈ ET0L according to [25, Theorem V.2.1].
The ﬁrst step s0a0 → d1d3s0 introduces the word d1d3. Starting with a word of the form d1(c′)m(b′)nd3, nm0,
either s0d1 → d1s0, s0d1 → d1c′s0 or s0d1 → s1 must be applied. In the ﬁrst two cases, a new occurrence of c′ can
or cannot be added and the state remains s0. Thus, all the following symbols are simply passed without any changes,
except for an additional b′ which must be introduced in the last step of the transition with the help of s0d3 → b′d3s0.
Therefore, in the ﬁrst and second cases, the transition leads to d1(c′)m(b′)n+1d3 and d1(c′)m+1(b′)n+1d3, respectively.
If s0d1 → s1 has been applied, one has to continue the transition by using the rules from set (5), yielding the
word cmbnd2, such that no further symbols c or c′ and b or b′ can be added. Starting a transition with cmbnd2, the
only applicable rule is s0c → as1, turning the leftmost c into a. Every word of the form akc(bak)nd2 must yield
ak+1c−1(bak+1)nd2 since only the rules of the sets (6) and (7) can be applied. Thus, from cmbnd2 ﬁnally am(bam)nd2
is derived.
Note that, up to now, each transition ends in the state s0. Only the transitions starting off with am(bam)nd2 can lead
to a word in L(), namely by renaming the symbol d2 with the help of the rules of set (8) together with s0a → as0. It
is easily veriﬁed that no other words can be generated. Because of the remarks about the relationship between m and
n in those words, it is seen that L() = { (amb)n+1|nm0 }. 
Lemma 8. E0L ⊂ IFT2.
Proof. Consider an E0L system G = (V ,, P ,). Let a0, a1 be two new symbols. We construct the IFT
 = ({s0, s1}, V ∪ {a0, a1}, s0, a0, {s1}, P ′),
where
P ′ = {s0a0 → a1s0, s0a1 → a1s0}
∪ {s0a → xs0|a → x ∈ P }
∪ {s0a1 → s1}
∪ {s1a → as1|a ∈ }.
Theﬁrst step, s0a0  a1s0, introduces the axiomofG and the leftmarkera1. Each subsequent translation s0a1z ∗ a1z′s0
precisely corresponds to the derivation step z ⇒ z′ in G. The ﬁnal state s1 can be reached only by a transition
s0a1z  s1z; the work of  can be ﬁnished only when z ∈ ∗. After removing the symbol a1, the ﬁnal state s1 cannot
be reached again, hence no further iteration can modify the string. Consequently, L(G) = L(). Thus, E0L ⊆ IFT2 is
shown. The inclusion is strict due to Lemma 7. 
Theorem 9. 0L ⊂ IFT1 = F0L ⊂ E0L ⊂ IFT2.
Proof. The strictness of the ﬁrst inclusion 0L ⊂ F0L follows from [11, Theorem 2.1]. The strict inclusion F0L ⊂ E0L
follows from [11, Theorem 7.1], together with the fact that E0L is closed under ﬁnite union. The remaining assertions
were shown in Lemmas 4 and 8. 
Let us remark a further consequence of Lemma 8:
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Corollary 10. CF ⊂ IFT2.
This corollary is also proved in [24, Theorem 1.7] for iterated gsm’s (using an intersection with T ∗ as a squeezing
mechanism),where a characterization of context-free languages is also obtained: two-state iterated gsm’swith a copying
cycle for each state generate only context-free languages (a copying cycle is a cycle using a rule of the form sa → as).
In view of Corollary 10, the copying cycle property is crucial in this characterization.
Observe the similarity of this result with the well-known characterization of context-free languages by E0L systems,
where we have a rule a → a for each symbol a. Indeed, IFTs may be seen as natural sequentializing counterparts
of Lindenmayer systems, where the number of states reﬂects the amount of information that can be carried over to
neighboring cells in one step.
Theorem 11. Let  be some alphabet. For every recursively enumerable language L, L ⊆ ∗, there is an IFT  with
at most three states, such that L = L() ∩ ∗.
Proof. The proof parallels the construction RE = IFT4 given in [19]. Let L ⊆ ∗ be a recursively enumerable
language, then
L = ⋃
a∈
(	ra(L) · a) ∪ ({} ∩ L).
Since L is in RE, the right derivative 	ra(L) = {w|wa ∈ L} is also in RE due to the well-known closure properties
of RE. Thus, 	ra(L) is generated by a type-0 grammar Ga = (Na,, Sa, Pa) in Geffert normal form [8], that is,
Na = {Sa,Aa, Ba, Ca} and the rules are of the forms Sa → , for  ∈ (Na ∪ )+, and AaBaCa → . Assume
Na ∩ Nb = ∅ for a, b ∈  with a = b. We consider the IFT  = ({s0, sA, sB}, N ∪  ∪ {a0}, s0, a0, {s0}, P ), where
N =⋃a∈Na , a0 /∈ N ∪ , and
P = { s0a0 → Saas0|a ∈  } ∪ { s0X → Xs0|X ∈ N ∪  }
∪ { s0Sa → s0|a ∈  and Sa →  ∈ Pa }
∪ { s0Aa → sA, sABa → sB, sBCa → s0|a ∈  }.
We add s0a0 → s0 if  ∈ L. 1 The ﬁrst step s0a0 → Saas0 introduces the axiom ofGa or the empty word by s0a0 → s0.
Each subsequent translation s0w ∗ w′s0 corresponds to an equivalent derivation step sequence w
∗⇒ w′ in Ga . Note
that derivation steps from different grammars Ga and Gb, a = b, cannot be mixed due to the distinct nonterminals.
Moreover, the presence of the rightmost symbol (introduced in the ﬁrst step) ensures that  does not reach the end of
the string in state sA or sB . Consequently, L() is the language of all sentential forms induced by the grammars Ga ,
concatenated with a, for a ∈ . Thus, L = L() ∩ ∗. 
Note that, if L is an undecidable language, then the constructed language of all sentential forms in the previous proof
is also undecidable. Since we have seen that the latter language belongs to IFT3, we have:
Corollary 12. The family IFT3 contains non-recursive languages.
Theorem 13. CS ⊂ IFT3.
Proof. There are languages in IFT3 \ CS due to Corollary 12. Therefore, it is left to show that CS ⊆ IFT3.
According to Lemma 1, for proving our statement it is enough to simulate the input–output behavior of a linear
bounded two-state nondeterministic Turing machine with an iterated transducer that uses three states.
Let M be the given Turing machine with input alphabet A and set of states {q1, q2}, q1 being the initial state.
In the simulation, it is useful to adopt the following representation for the instructions of M . Introduce two new
symbols {p1, p2} so that an instantaneous description . . . qj x . . . says that M is in the state qj (j = 1, 2) and M is
reading the symbol x, while . . . ypj . . . says that M is in the state qj (j = 1, 2) and M is reading the symbol y. We
1 This step can be made constructive, as well. Namely, for L we have a type-0 grammar, which means we also have a type-0 grammar G′ in
Geffert normal form that can be constructed for L ∩ {}. Hence, we can incorporate G′ (similar to Ga ) into the whole construction for .
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call {q1, q2} right (reading) state symbols and {p1, p2} left (reading) state symbols. According to this representation,
instructions have the following format (i, j ∈ {1, 2}):
qix → yqj (right move for a right state symbol)
qix → pjy (left move for a right state symbol)
xpi → yqj (right move for a left state symbol)
xpi → pjy (left move for a left state symbol).
Notice that we always assume that, say in the left reading state, there is a symbol to the left that can be read. To formally
cope with this, we assume that there is a left end-marker a1 and a right end-marker b1 that are not contained in the
alphabet A and are not part of the conﬁguration notation introduced below.
In this format, we say that the pair of symbols before the arrow is related, by the relative instruction of M , with the
pair after the arrow. 2 The initial conﬁguration is represented by a string q1x . . .; we write I ∈ M for saying that I is
an instruction of M; if no instruction of M starts with qix or xpi , we write qix /∈ M , or xpi /∈ M , respectively (in these
cases, we face ﬁnal conﬁgurations).
The IFT  = (K, V, s0, a0, F, P ) that we show to be equivalent to M has three states, that is, K = {s0, s1, s2}, with
s2 the ﬁnal one, and the following alphabet:
V = A ∪ {a0, b0, a1, b1, a2}
∪ {x′|x ∈ A ∪ {a1, b1}} ∪ {x|x ∈ A ∪ {a1, b1}}
∪ {[x, p, y, q]|xp → yq ∈ M} ∪ {[x, p, y, p′]|xp → p′y ∈ M}
∪ {q1, q2, qf } ∪ {p1, p2} ∪ {q1, q2},
with a0 being the initial string, a1 the left boundary symbol and b1 the right boundary symbol of M , and b0, a2 other
two symbols useful in the simulation (for generating the input strings of M , and for extracting the output strings
of M):
The transducer  has the following transduction rules (for clarity, we group the rules according to the pair of states
the transducer passes between and then omit the states in the writing of the transition rules).
From s0 to s0 :
a0 → b0b1
b0 → b0x (for all x ∈ A)
b0 → a1q1
x → x (for all x ∈ A ∪ {a1, b1})
[x, p, y, q] → yq (for all xp → yq ∈ M)
[x, p, y, p′] → p′y (for all xp → p′y ∈ M)
From s0 to s1 :
q1 → q1
q1 → 
x → [x, p1, y, q] (for all xp1 → yq ∈ M)
x → [x, p1, y, p′] (for all xp1 → p′y ∈ M)
From s1 to s0 :
x → x (for all x ∈ A ∪ {b1})
x → yqj (for all q1x → yqj ∈ M,x ∈ A ∪ {b1})
x → pjy (for all q1x → pjy ∈ M,x ∈ A ∪ {b1})
x → xqf (for all q1x /∈ M,x ∈ A ∪ {b1})
p1 → 
From s0 to s2 :
q2 → q2
q2 → 
x → [x, p2, y, q] (for all xp2 → yq ∈ M)
x → [x, p2, y, p′] (for all xp2 → p′y ∈ M)
2 This representation of Turing machine instructions provides the essence of the Kuroda normal form for grammars.
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From s2 to s0 :
x → x (for all x ∈ A ∪ {b1})
x → yqj (for all q2x → yqj ∈ M,x ∈ A ∪ {b1})
x → pjy (for all q2x → pjy ∈ M,x ∈ A ∪ {b1})
x → xqf (for all q2x /∈ M,x ∈ A ∪ {b1})
p2 → .
Now, we explain the main points of the simulation of the instructions of M . In state s0, starting from the initial
symbol a0 of , with iterated transductions any initial conﬁguration of M is derived:
a0 ⇒ b0b1 ∗⇒ b0
b1 ⇒ a1q1
b1.
Observe that we never leave state s0 in this initialization phase.
The simulation of an instruction of M for a right state symbol is performed by two transductions in the following
manner:  in s0 scans the symbols without changing them, until it reads the state symbol q1 or q2. At that point the
symbol is overlined and  passes into s1 or into s2, respectively. Consider the case s1 (the other one is completely
analogous). In this state,  reads a symbol x ∈ A ∪ {b1}; this symbol is overlined and  reaches again s0 where the
transduction can conclude by leaving unchanged the remaining symbols. In the next transduction, when q1 is read, 
deletes it and passes into s1, where x is read (this means that x is the symbol after q1); therefore x is replaced by a pair
that is related to q1x by some instruction of M (or by xqf if such a pair does not exist).
The simulation of an instruction of M for a left state symbol can be performed by two transductions in the following
manner:  is in s0 and scans the symbols without changing them. Then at some point, reading a symbol x ∈ A ∪ {a1},
 guesses that it is the symbol before a left state symbol pi . In order to model a rule xpi → yqj (or xpi → pjy, a case
which is treated analogously and is hence skipped in the following explanations), x is ﬁrst changed into [x, pi, y, qj ],
and  continues being in state si .
• Now, if the guess has been correct, pi is the next symbol that is read, and this is going to be deleted, since  is in state
si , i ∈ {1, 2}. Then,  returns to state s0. In that state, the rest of the string will be scanned without further changing
it.
In the next run,  will encounter [x, pi, y, qj ] while being in state s0. Hence, [x, pi, y, qj ] is replaced by yqj , and 
stays in state s0.
• If the guess has been incorrect,  will read z ∈ A ∪ {b1} in the next step, turning it into z¯. During the next run,  will
see z¯ while being in state s0 and will therefore get blocked.
Observe the importance of being able to turn b1 into b¯1 in the ﬁrst run, since this way the following error can be caught:
a letter x at the very end of the conﬁguration might otherwise be changed into some [x, p, . . . , . . .], ﬁnally introducing
two states into the simulating string of .
The rules given above simulate with two transductions the application of the instructions of M; other six kinds of
rules generate the output of M as transductions terminating in the ﬁnal state s2 of :
From s0 to s1: a1 → a2;
From s1 to s1: x → x′ (for all x ∈ A ∪ {b1}) and qf → ;
From s0 to s2: a2 → ;
From s2 to s2: x′ → x (for all x ∈ A) and b′1 → .
Now, we show that an output is generated on the tape by M if and only if it can be generated by  in the ﬁnal state
s2. If an output is generated by M , then due to the previous simulation it is also generated by . Now, let us prove the
reverse implication.
Assume that an output is generated by . This means that at the end of a transduction,  reaches the state s2.
A possible computation leading to this situation is the following: (i) the simulation of M has been completed in s0, (ii)
with another transduction run the initial symbol a1 has been changed into a2 and all the following symbols are primed
(deleting the ﬁnal state symbol qf ), (iii) with a ﬁnal transduction a2 is deleted,  passes in the ﬁnal state s2, the primed
symbols are restored, and the (primed) right boundary symbol b′1 is deleted.
We show that  has no other possibility of reaching s2 and completing a transduction in s2.
Consider the potentiallymaliciousways inwhich  can reach s2 (from s0). Firstly, observe that, in order to successfully
ﬁnish, the string that is processed must have a tail of primed symbols, possibly ending in a primed right end-marker,
and in fact that primed end-marker must be present, since there is no way of erasing b1 but by the intended sequence
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of transduction applications. In order to create some primed symbols, we must be in state s1. There are four potentially
malicious ways in which  can reach s1 (from s0).
• If we applied s0q1 → q¯1s1 and then s1x → x′s1, then in the next run, we must have s0q¯1 → s0, and then there is no
way of coping with x′ in s0.
• In order to successfully apply s0q¯1 → s0, the above arguments show that the previous runmust have been s0q1 → q¯1s1
and then s1x → x¯s0 at that location of the conﬁguration string. Since there is no rule s1x¯ → x′s, primed symbols
cannot be introduced.
• If s0x → [x, p, y, r]s1 (with r = p′ or r = q, i.e., we are summarizing two cases here) is followed by priming, then
in the next run, we apply s0[x, p, y, r] → 
s0, so that again there is no way of coping with x′ in s0.
In conclusion, an output can be produced by  in the ﬁnal state only when  simulates the production of an output
string of M . 
We conclude this section by stating that IFT’s with four states are as powerful as Turing machines.
Corollary 14. RE = IFT4.
Proof. The inclusion ⊇ can be seen by a straightforward but tedious simulation with the help of a Turing machine.
Since every recursively enumerable language can be represented as morphic image of some context-sensitive language,
Theorems 6 and 13 imply the other inclusion. 
Notice that there is also an alternative way for obtaining this result, using Theorems 6 and 11, see [19].
5. Deterministic iterated sequential transducers
Now let us turn our attention to deterministic IFT’s.As in the previous section, we ﬁrst discuss the “lower classes” of
the hierarchy and then turn to the “upper classes”. DIFT1 was already treated in Lemma 4. Hence, we turn our attention
towards DIFT2.
Firstly, we show an analogue to Lemma 8, now using the deterministic variants of E0L and of IFT2 languages.
Lemma 15. ED0L ⊂ DIFT2.
Proof. Firstly, we show the inclusion. Consider a given ED0L system G = (V ,, P ,). Without loss of generality
we can assume that  /∈ ∗. Construct the deterministic IFT  = ({s0, s1}, V ∪ {a0}, s0, a0, {s0}, P ′), where a0 is a
new symbol not contained in V ⊇  and
P ′ = {s0a0 → s1}
∪ { s0a → xs0|a → x ∈ P and x ∈ ∗ }
∪ { s0a → xs1|a → x ∈ P and x /∈ ∗ }
∪ { s1a → xs1|a → x ∈ P }.
The ﬁrst step, s0a0 → s1, introduces the axiom of G. Each subsequent translation s0w ∗ w′si , with i = 0 if
w′ ∈ ∗ and i = 1 otherwise, corresponds precisely to an equivalent derivation step w ⇒ w′ in G. Thus, the ﬁnal state
s0 is reached whenever a terminal string in L(G) is derived. Consequently, L(G) = L().
Secondly, we prove the strictness of the inclusion.We construct the deterministic IFT  = ({s0, s1}, {a, b, a0}, s0, a0,
{s0, s1}, P ′′), where
P ′′ = {s0a0 → aas0, s0a → bs1, s1a → as0, s0b → as0}.
It is easily veriﬁed that  generates the language {a2, ab, ba} which is a non-ED0L language [11, Exercise 4.9]. 
From Lemmata 4 and 15, together with the fact D0L ⊂ F0L [11], we can conclude:
Corollary 16. D0L = DIFT1 ⊂ DIFT2 and D0L = DIFT1 ⊂ IFT1.
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Next, we compare now DIFT2 with the context-free languages and with the 0L languages:
Lemma 17. DIFT2 \ CF = ∅ and DIFT2 \ 0L = ∅.
Proof. Consider the DIFT
 = ({s0, s1}, {a0, a, b}, s0, a0, {s1}, P ),
with
P = {s0a0 → abas1, s0a → as0, s0b → bs1, s1a → aas1}.
We obtain
L() = {aba2n |n0}.
This is obviously a non-context-free language, and it is also non-0L: in order to generate strings with arbitrarily large
sufﬁxes a2n we need a rule of the form a → ai, i2; using this rule for rewriting the leftmost occurrence of a in any
string from L(), we get a string not in L(). 
In the following, we shall prove that any recursively enumerable language with end-marker, that is, L{#} with
L ∈ RE, can be generated by some deterministic IFT. From the equality RE = ED2L, Vitányi concludes in [30,
Theorem 3.47] 3 :
Lemma 18. If L, L ⊆ ∗, is a recursively enumerable language, then L{#} ∈ ED(1, 0)L, where # is a new symbol,
that is, # /∈ .
Lemma 18 is also true when taking DIFT’s instead of ED(1, 0)L systems. More precisely, we ﬁnd:
Theorem 19. ED(1, 0)L ⊆ DIFT.
Proof. Consider an ED(1, 0)L system G = (V ,, P ,) generating L. We shall construct a DIFT  for L. Let
K = { (), []| ∈ (V ∪ {}) } be the set of states of , () its initial state, and F = { ()| ∈ (V ∪ {}) } its set of ﬁnal
states. The alphabet of  equals V ∪ {a0}, where a0 is a new letter. The transition rules are the following ones:
()a0 → () for  ∈ ∗,
()a0 → [] for  /∈ ∗,
()a → w(a) for a ∈ V, (, a) → w ∈ P , and w ∈ ∗,
()a → w[a] for a ∈ V, (, a) → w ∈ P , and w /∈ ∗,
[]a → w[a] for a ∈ V, (, a) → w ∈ P.
Obviously,  is deterministic and it simulates the derivation of G. 
Therefore, [30, Theorem 3.42] yields:
Corollary 20. The family DIFT contains non-recursive languages.
Clearly, this implies that almost all classes DIFTn contain non-recursive languages. 4 Due to [30, Theorem 3.46],
we can state:
3 That theorem has some interesting history, so that the construction is not easy to unravel completely: it was Vitányi who gave the ﬁrst full proof
of this fact in Section 3.2 of his dissertation [30]. That proof is heavily based on the simulation of conﬁguration sequences by ED2L systems given
by van Dalen in [5], who in turn relies on a construction given by Herman in [10].
4 It would be of interest to determine the smallest n such that DIFTn contains a non-recursive language. We note that starting with a “small”
deterministic Turing machine known to generate a non-recursive language would give a rather huge n for the DIFTn system obtained by the
construction used above: n would be greater than m2N2, where m is the size of the alphabet of the Turing machine and N the number of its states,
according to the basic constructions found in [5, Theorem 1] and [30, Lemma 3.39].
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Corollary 21. The closure of DIFT under letter-to-letter morphisms is equal to RE.
Finally, we mention that the proofs of the closure properties for IFT’s given in Section 3 are not transferable to the
deterministic case, but we are able to give a result concerning the closure with respect to intersections with regular
sets.
Lemma 22. Let n1. For L ∈ DIFTn and a regular language R which is accepted by a deterministic ﬁnite automaton
with k states and m accepting states, we have L ∩ R ∈ DIFT+m, where  = max{n, k}.
Proof. Consider a DIFT =(K, V, s0, a0, F, P ) generating L and a deterministic ﬁnite automaton =(Z,X, z0,Q, 	)
accepting R, where Z = {z0, z1, . . . , zk−1} is the set of states, z0 the initial state, Q ⊆ Z the set of accepting states,
card(Q) = m, X the input alphabet and 	 : Z ×X → Z the transition function. Moreover, let K = {s0, s1, . . . , sn−1}
and  = max{n, k}. Set K ′ = {y0, y1, . . . , y−1} ∪ { yfi |zi ∈ Q }, V ′ = { a′|a ∈ V }, and consider the morphism h
deﬁned by h(a) = a′ for a ∈ V ; we simply write x′ instead of h(x) for strings x ∈ V ∗. Now, construct the DIFT
′ = (K ′, V ∪ V ′ ∪ {, #}, y0, a0, { yfi |zi ∈ Q }, P ′) where
P ′ = { yia → x′yj |sia → xsj ∈ P , x = , and sj /∈ F }
∪ { yia → x′#yj |sia → xsj ∈ P , x = , and sj ∈ F }
∪ { yia → yj |sia → sj ∈ P and sj /∈ F }
∪ { yia → #yj |sia → sj ∈ P and sj ∈ F }
∪ { yia′ → ayj |	(zi, a) = zj }
∪ { yi# → yfi |zi ∈ Q } ∪ { yi# → yi |zi /∈ Q }
∪ { yfi # → yfi |zi ∈ Q }
∪ { yfi a′ → yj |	(zi, a) = zj }
∪ { yi → yi |zi ∈ Z } ∪ { yfi  → yi |zi ∈ Z }.
The DIFT ′ is deterministic and has max{k, n}+m states, ′ works as follows. It simulates a derivation step w1 ⇒ w2
of  essentially byw1 ⇒ w′2, but a symbol is written whenever  performs an erasing step sia → sj , and an additional
symbol # is written whenever  is led into a ﬁnal state. In those phases, the states yi ∈ K ′ are interpreted as renamed
states of , and the last symbol of the output is # if and only if the corresponding output belongs to L(). In the next
step, ′ rewrites any symbol a′ by a and erases all occurrences of  and #. Meanwhile, it simulates the automaton
, interpreting the states yi ∈ K ′ as states of . Whenever a letter # is read and, at the same time, ′ is led to a state
corresponding to an accepting state of , then ′ enters a ﬁnal state yfi instead of yi . Thus, in the end of such a phase,
′ is in a ﬁnal state if and only if a word in L() ∩ R is generated. This proves our assertion. 
6. Extended iterated sequential transducers
Iterated sequential transducers are a sort of “pure” rewriting mechanism. Thus, one could also meaningfully consider
“extended versions” as in the case of Lindenmayer systems and languages. Let  be an IFT with input/output alphabet
V and let  ⊆ V be a “terminal alphabet.” Then L(,) = L() ∩ ∗ is an extended language generated by . The
corresponding language families are denoted by EIFTn and EDIFTn in the general and deterministic cases, respectively.
Some easy consequences of our above ﬁndings are:
Theorem 23. (1) DIFTn ⊆ EDIFTn ⊆ DIFTn+1 for all n1 and
(2) IFTn ⊆ EIFTn ⊆ IFTn+1 for all n1.
Looking more carefully, we also ﬁnd:
Lemma 24. ED0L = EDIFT1 and E0L = EIFT1.
Because of (the proof of) Theorem 11, we may deduce:
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Corollary 25. RE = EIFT3.
Finally, we state:
Theorem 26. ET0L ⊂ EIFT2.
Proof. Let L be an ET0L language. By [25, Theorems V.1.3 and V.1.4], we can assume that L is generated by an
ET0L system G = (V ,, {P1, P2},) with  /∈ ∗. Let a0 and c be new symbols, that is, a0, c /∈ V . Deﬁne
 = ({s0, s1}, V ∪ {a0, c}, s0, a0, {s0, s1}, P ), where
P = {s0a0 → cs0}
∪ {s0c → cs0, s0c → s0} ∪ { s0a → xs0|a → x ∈ P1 }
∪ {s0c → cs1, s0c → s1} ∪ { s1a → xs1|a → x ∈ P2 }.
It is easy to see that L = L()∩∗ holds. Thus, we have ET0L ⊆ EIFT2. The strictness of the inclusion follows from
Lemma 7. 
7. Conclusions and further research proposals
In this paper, we obtained further results concerning especially the relationships between iterated transducers and
Lindenmayer systems. Similarly, the relationships with obviously akin models like restart automata (see, e.g. [13]),
clog automata [9] as well as “sequentialized versions” of programmed 0L systems [23] are of interest, in particular
concerning aspects of descriptional complexity (similar to the number of states as studied in the present note for
IFT’s). Furthermore, (E)T0L systems with regular context conditions (which are speciﬁc to each table and determine
the applicability of a table) can be easily simulated by IFT’s and have not been investigated before to our knowledge,
although they seem to be quite natural and interesting on their own right.
Besides the power of iterated “propagating” (that is, -free) IFT’s and DIFT’s, the main open problem concerning
iterated transducer languages is whether the hierarchy DIFT1 ⊂ DIFT2 ⊆ · · · is inﬁnite. We conjecture that the
hierarchy is inﬁnite, but it is very hard to give a satisfying proof, since many derivation steps might not contribute to
the candidate language, because the transducer is not in a ﬁnal state after scanning the present sentential form.
Let us ﬁnally resume our discussion of the connections between IFT’s and Lindenmayer systems. As already
mentioned, IFT’s can be seen as sequential counterparts of Lindenmayer systems, where information ﬂow is
unidirectional.
• However, observe that in one derivation step x ⇒ y of a Lindenmayer system (with say one-sided context), informa-
tion may ﬂow only one cell further. By way of contrast, in IFT’s, in a (meta-)step x ⇒ y, some information originally
stemming from the left end of x may “immediately” arrive at the right end of y, irrespectively of the lengths of x
and y. One might want to study other “velocities” of information ﬂow in Lindenmayer systems, keeping in mind that
similar considerations have been undertaken for the case of cellular automata, see [31].
• This might also give a new motivation to investigations on the information rate transmitted during the rewriting
process of Lindenmayer systems with one-sided context, as considered in [6,26]. Observe that, as mentioned above,
the number of bits that may ﬂow as information between neighboring cells would somehow correspond to the state
complexity of IFT’s as examined in this paper.
• Conversely, there are recent studies on the so-called degree of parallelism in Lindenmayer systems [3]. Translating
that concept to IFT’s would mean to restrict the number of enforced copying cycles. This is also a yet unexplored
area.
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